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About the Author
Chere B. Estrin
Hello! I am Chere Estrin and I wear a couple of different wonderful, exciting hats. You’re
probably here today to utilize my Legal Career Job Hunting & Strategy Coach talent of
which I have over 20 years of experience. (Admitting to anymore would make me
terribly old, and that’s not my goal!).
I have counseled, hired, (and reluctantly fired) hundreds and hundreds of employees;
worked alongside of top attorneys, CEOs of Fortune 1000 corporations, execs of wellknown companies and middle-management. I founded one of the first contract attorney
and paralegal staffing organizations in the country. I’ve enjoyed each adventure I’ve
ever been on. Ok, some more than others.
I am the CEO and Co-Founding Member of Organization of Legal Professionals (OLP)
for attorneys and legal technologists, a prestigious association with members in 10
countries providing online training in legal technology for lawyers, litigation support
professionals and paralegals. A former Administrator for two major law firms, I held
executive positions in law firms, litigation support companies and Sr. Vice President of a
legal division of a $5 billion publicly held corporation. Currently, I am the CEO and
founder of the Paralegal Knowledge Institute, an online continuing legal education
organization for experienced paralegals. I am also Editor-in-Chief of two online, digital
magazines with over 40,000 readers.
In my roles with OLP, I guide the association’s development and implementation of the
eDiscovery and Litigation Support certification exams (first in the country) along with
Pearson, a $7 billion corporation specializing in certification exams and educational
publishing. I also am the Education Director designing, creating and executing online,
live training programs with an on-call roster of over 1200 instructors throughout the
world.
I love to write and have leveraged that talent as the author of 10 books about careers in
the legal field including The Paralegal Career Guide 4th Edition, Why Traditional
Attorneys & Non- Attorneys Don’t Stand a Chance in Hell (pub. Date March 2015), The
Paralegal Job Search Guide, Where Do I Go From Here? and written hundreds of
articles. I have been interviewed or mentioned by publications such as Newsweek, The
New York Times, Maxim, The Los Angeles Times, The Chicago Tribune, Entrepreneur,
The Daily Journal, LTN, ABA Journal and other prestigious publications. I am a recipient
of the Los Angeles/Century City Women of Achievement Award. I’m telling you, it’s
been a great caree
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One of my most pleasurable joys is as a national seminar speaker. I had the honor of
being a co-founding member of the International Practice Management Association
(IPMA); Organization of Legal Professionals and International Paralegal
Association. I’m hardly done yet. Please do check out one of my blogs, the popular
blog, The Estrin Report, that has been written since 2005.
I’m so excited about how Legal CareersRx has grown in such a short period of time. We
have coaching to offer and can put in our brag book a 95% success rate. Candidates
who have been on the market for months have found themselves with interviews and
job offers. They are getting salaries they thought they would never get. They also go to
our website and make themselves available of all the products we sell and use those
tools to help themselves get where they want to go. It just won’t happen any other way.
Don’t be afraid to hire a coach. You hire someone when your taxes need to be done,
legal work is necessary, you want a personal trainer – anything that requires a skill that
a) you haven’t used in a long time and b) you want an expert to show you how it’s done
so you get it right in a short period of time.
Here at Legal Careers RX, we can do that.
Check us out at www.LegalCareersRx.com. Make your career happen the way you
want it to happen. Now. Not later. Careers do not happen overnight. It’s a process that
has to been done correctly. And, we’re here to help you down that path.

Enjoy!
Chere B. Estrin
Chere.Estrin@LegalCareersRx.com
www.LegalCareersRx.com
760.610.5460
For personal legal job hunting coaching services
contact Chere Estrin!
Write a dynamic resume
Create a cover letter that stands out from the crowd
Answer tough questions
Get interviews lined up
Negotiate for top salary
Write a LinkedIn profile
Career guidance
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Opening
Chances are, you are going to interview with someone who does not have a lot
of interviewing experience and doesn’t know what the heck to answer you, let alone
know how to analyze your answers. Truthfully, the interview is a contrived event. Each
party is putting on their best foot forward offering standard and acceptable answers,
mostly rehearsed. Rarely, does it get to whether you can really do the job.
The idea of the interview is to find out four important things:
1. You can do the job.
2. You are likeable.
3. You are not a risk to the company nor to the person’s job record who is
responsible for the hire.
4. You are reasonable about compensation.
You may end up in front of a very experience HR professional who has heard
everything and glazes over at the first sound of a typical answer. The trick is to make
them sit up, listen and want to hire you.
We want you to stand out from the crowd – but in a good way. Here are some
answers to some of the most common questions you’ll get. However, most people, no
matter how many times they interview, stumble on the answers or answer the way that
they think the potential employer wants to hear. They become just like the other
candidate and at the end of the day, all the candidates run together in the interviewer’s
mind. We don’t want that to happen to you.
Whatever you answer, never lie. First of all, when you lie, you’ll never remember
what you said. Always tell the truth. Chances of getting found out if you tell a lie are
pretty good and lying in the interview even if you get hired
are grounds for dismissal.
Be very careful about telling war stories. Many people
tend to go on and on and on. These are the very people who
refuse to believe that they are the ones who go on and on
and on. Limit a war story to no more than two minutes and
make sure that it is in direct relation to the question that is
asked. The war story must demonstrate how what you did in
the past can prove that you can do the job at hand.
Here are two tips you might not have heard before:
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1. You’ve probably heard the phrase “the early bird gets the worm.” Well, the early
bird also gets the job. In fact, research from Psychological Science suggests that
the earlier in the day you have an interview, the more likely you are to get the job.
That’s because hiring managers and interviewers are more likely to recommend
people earlier in the day, researchers found.
“It seems that interviewers like to have each day’s ratings balance out,”
wrote cognitive scientist Art Markman for Psychology Today. “When an
interviewer sees 3 or 4 good candidates in a row, they become concerned that
they are giving too many high ratings. So, if another good candidate comes
walking through the door, they get a lower rating just so the ratings for the day
are not uniformly high.”
2. Don’t wear a red tie
Listen up, men. While you want to look your best for job interviews, avoid those
red ties. Recent research from Durham University found that the color red has a
subconscious effect on the brain, causing the viewer to associate red with
feelings of anger or aggressiveness.
The study was specifically focused on men. “The implications of our research are
that people may wish to think carefully about wearing red in social situations and
perhaps important meetings, such as job interviews,” said Diana Wiedemann of
Durham’s anthropology department and lead conductor of the study.
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The Questions
1. Tell me about yourself.
In one form or another, this question will be asked.
When they say, “Tell me about yourself,” what they really want to know is “Tell
me something that will matter to me as I consider you for this job.”
This is a golden opportunity for you to set yourself in their minds as a great
candidate. It’s completely open-ended, so you can say anything you want. So
think about the job, the job description, and all the research you did before the
interview, and put yourself in that hiring manager’s shoes: what is he or she
going to be the most impressed by? What is going to get that person’s attention
and make them sit up and take notice of you for the rest of the interview.
They don’t want to know about you. They want to know how your background is
going to fit with their job. Recent statistics show that
the average person only listens to about 7 seconds of
what you have to say. So, whatever you’re saying has
to be said strongly in the first sentence. Instead of
saying, “I was born in Los Angeles and grew up in
Fresno. I went to high school in…..zzzz….zzzzz….. or
“I went to college at Berkeley and took my first job as
a secretary working my way through law school. I took
my first position at Acme and Acme in 1992. Then, I
went to blank and blank. After that, I spent the
summer as an intern in….”
This is all on your resume. They can read. You don’t need to regurgitate your
resume. Here is opportunity for you to position yourself as the right candidate.
So, once again. The Question: “Tell me about yourself.”
Answer: “I am a well-known litigation support analyst from three top major law
firms with 20 trials behind me and four certifications in the toughest software
programs on the market today.”
And then go into your background. Just hit the highlights: This requires some
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strategic thinking on your part before you get there—but think of it like tailoring
your resume. You tailor that to the job before you submit it, right? And you’re
going to tailor your answer to this question before you give it.
Just think: What parts of my story would be on this hiring manager’s list of
reasons to hire me? That’s what being strategic in the interview is all about.
You don’t need to talk longer than a minute or so—just deliver a very targeted
message that says to that hiring manager: “I am skilled, I have accomplished
some great things, and I can bring that to work here for you.” Don’t make your
answer more than one or two minutes long.
2. Tell me about your weaknesses.
In my opinion, there can’t be a more stupid question. I’m not sure what they want
me to say. “Every time I cite check, I screw up?” What they are really looking for
is how you solved the problem.
Don’t make up a perceived weakness. Take a real situation and tell them how
you solved the problem. For example, a tactic is to discuss an area where you're
seeking improvement, and then highlight the steps you're taking to meet that
goal. Perhaps you're in HR with weak accounting skills, and are working to
improve your knowledge of payroll procedures by taking courses at a local
college, or maybe you're an IT professional earning additional certifications.
3. Why did you leave your previous employer, or why are you leaving your present
job?
The worst answer you can give us, “For a better challenge or for more money.”
Those are the most ho-hum, unimaginative answers you can give. This is not a
situation where you are asking the employer to give you something. You need to
tell the employer what you can bring him or her.
The best answer is to rely on your research. “I am seeking a
firm such as yours. I’d like to be part of a team that won the
suchandsuch case and went on to win the blankblank case.
These type of clients and cases are exciting to me. That type of
opportunity, as much as I enjoy the firm where I’m at, is simply
never going to exist.
The economy has pushed many talented professionals into the workforce, so
don't be ashamed to simply explain that you were a part of a downsizing. If you
were fired for performance issues, it's best to merely say you "parted ways" and
refocus the discussion on how your skill set matches the current position. If
you're transitioning to a new industry, discuss why you're making the transition
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and tie it into the new job responsibilities (make sure that you have very strong
references regardless of why you left, or are leaving, a position).
The best answer for getting laid-off is, “I was part of a re-organization.”
Here are three flags for employers NOT to hire you:
Challenge. You need a new career challenge. – Too vague, too trite,
meaningless.
Money. You feel you were not being paid what you were worth. Employers think,
“Why would I pay you more?”
Security. The organization was unstable and my role may have been at risk.
Employers think,”This is a rather confidential statement about the state of their
firm. If this person is saying this about their present employer, what would they
say about us?”
4. Tell me about your responsibilities at:
They are seeking to see how your job duties at your current or past positions
relate to their job. Don’t just rattle off all of your assignments. Pick those that
relate directly to the job for which you are applying. Do your research. Get your
hands on a job description. Look up a former employee on LinkedIn and find out
what they did in that position at that firm. Draw a correlation between what you’ve
done and what you would be expected to do at the new firm.
5. What were your billable hours?
“I always met and exceeded my minimum billable hourly requirement.” They want
to know if you can work until the job gets done and if you are going to be
profitable for the firm.
If you never met your requirement, don’t lie. You can say, “I
am a very high energy-level xxxxxx. Unfortunately, my
department was not receiving enough billable work, so much
of my time was placed under admin. However, I always saw
the job through and always sought out more work than I was
expected to do.

6. What can you tell me about our firm, company and/or industry?
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You are in the legal field. You are expected to know about factual research. Most
people walk in with a sketchy overview of the firm’s website, how many attorneys
and offices they have and maybe a little about what specialties they practice. Do
your homework. Check out the company website and their "About Us" and the
PR section. Dig deeper. Do a Google search and find out their most recent wins;
new partners; books published; awards won; mergers; new offices; even new
software; technology. Get into the firm as though you already worked there. For
heaven’s sake, don’t say, “I don’t know.”
Most public companies post Investor Information which typically lists their
Management Team, Board of Directors and past financial performance. Read the
annual report. Write down a few key points that you can cite when asked.
Interviewers want to know that you're interested in more than just a job.
7. Aren't you overqualified for this position?
This is generally code for, “You’re too old.” Hardly anyone expects you to say
"yes" to this question in today's job market. If you do, the interviewer may think
you'll grow dissatisfied and leave the company quickly. Instead focus on the
experience and skill set you'll bring to the position and the value they'll receive by
hiring you.
A great way to answer this is: “I have always wanted to do a job like this one.
This gives me that opportunity. You, on the other hand, want someone who has a
track record of success. This is a win-win for both of us.”
8. What are your advantages and disadvantages?
This job interview question is another way to
get at what your greatest strengths and
weaknesses as a candidate are. But in this
particular one, they’d like a list of the pros
and cons of hiring you.
Don’t let it throw you. It is a beautiful thing to be the one in charge of putting
together that list (if only during the interview). You can spin this story like a
politician and turn it in your favor. Don’t lie. Just focus on the positive.
The truth is that they are probably aware of your advantages and disadvantages.
They’ve read your resume. But this is a golden opportunity for you to influence
their thinking by addressing any shortcomings in your experience or background
while explaining why they don’t matter that much. Or look at it another way, and
it’s an opportunity to show them that your disadvantages or weaknesses
(every candidate has them because no one’s perfect) aren’t relevant or worth
even thinking about because your advantages or strengths are so strong that
they’d be crazy to pass you up.
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Remember that you are selling yourself for this job. You’re the “product” that’s for
sale here. The hiring manager of that company is the customer, and your salary
is the cost or the price they will pay for the product. Why are you going to be a
great value for them? http://www.LegalCareersRx.com
Be strategic when answering this question, just as you do for all job interview
questions. Answer every question with an eye toward the job description and
goals.
Of course, advantages are easy. It’s the disadvantages that are going to trip you
up. One strategy I like when talking about your disadvantages is using a strength
that you could improve on. Another one is using a weakness that either doesn’t
matter for the job or that helps you with the job.
For instance, if I were asked this question, I’d say that my advantages were that I
am intelligent, driven, quick-witted, high energy, and able to communicate at all
levels. I communicate very well with an enormous variety of people and can
quickly evaluate and analyze what a job seeker’s problems are and give them a
solution, which saves them time and money.
I would say that my disadvantages are that I’m impatient and I always want to be
a leader. (I also don’t respond well to authority, but that’s not something I would
say to someone who was going to be my boss!) But all of these things are
problems that either help me do my job well or don’t cause
me any problems in performance. My impatience is
something that can cause me a problem in but that serves
me very well in driving me to achieve quickly at work.
When I say I’m not especially patient, I would also say “and
that’s why I take the extra steps of X, Y, and Z to address
that issue so I don’t miss anything.” The leadership piece is another thing that
sometimes causes me trouble in social situations but is a very desirable quality in
my line of work. You are in charge of how you present yourself as a candidate,
and you can tell your own story in a way that shines the most flattering way.
9. What are your least favorite things to do in your roles as an XXXX?
This is a slightly different version of, “What did you dislike about your previous
job?”
They are trying to find out more about you and how you think. If you are
transferring roles in more of a lateral move, your answer will tell them about
how you will perform in this new job. If you’re making a move up the career
ladder, there’s not such a direct correlation, but it will still shed light on
you, your performance, and even on how much you understand about this new
role.
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If you choose an answer that happens to be a central component of this job’s
responsibilities, you’ve just shot yourself in the foot. You haven’t done your
research, and you clearly don’t understand about this new role.
Make sure you understand the role and choose a ‘least favorite thing’ that will be
only a minor, insignificant component of your task list for this new job.
Another option is to try to choose an answer that anyone would choose. That’s
an easy way to build rapport and avoid making a mistake with your answer. For
instance, a common answer to this question for those in management roles is “I
hate firing people.” No one likes to deliver that kind of bad news. But be sure to
say that even though you dislike it, you do it when necessary.
“I really dislike dealing with failings...even though I always say that failure can be
helpful, I still don’t enjoy it. I don’t like dealing with employees who are failing, a
project that’s failing, or a situation that’s failing. Because I hate it so much, I do
everything I can to plan and avoid potential problems in the first place. But I
understand that some things can’t be avoided, and I do enjoy the feeling that I
get when we’re able to turn around a bad situation into something positive.”
“I don’t enjoy paperwork. I enjoy doing things that are going to have a positive
impact on my results and performance, but I don’t enjoy the monotonous details
that are necessary to make that happen in some of those tasks. But I also
understand that even if I don’t like them, they have to be
done. They fall under my job responsibilities. And I’m very
driven to make that progress happen, whatever it takes.” Of
course, not liking to do paperwork in a legal office can lead to
a very bad impression.
As in answering all job interview questions, be strategic when
answering this one. Think about the bigger picture of how
you’re selling yourself for the job and stay focused on the positive. Both of these
answers are honest, non-cookie-cutter answers that, even though they’re
answering a negative question, bring the conversation immediately back around
to a positive statement.
10. You don’t seem to have enough experience for this job.
This one always gets me because they can certainly see from my resume what
experience I do have. However, it may be that during the interview your answers
were not quite up to what they expected and they are drawing a conclusion from
that. A good answer would be:
“As you can see from my resume, I have always taken a position where I didn’t
have quite enough experience when I started. However, you can also see that I
always ended up a success. I don’t see any reason why this job would be any
different.”
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11. Why should I hire you?
This is one question which you should have prepared for thoroughly and another
one of those questions certain to be asked in one form or another.
You need to have a personal pitch of three to four sentences prepared. This
needs to relate to the job description which you need to go through line by line.
Then add in the additional personal qualities that you bring to the role. Apply
these to the personal summary statement.
It is always worth using a qualifying phrase such as, "Colleagues have said of
me...I am a great motivator/team builder/technician etc." It sounds better if there
is a third party endorsement. It doesn't sound like you are bragging but a
colleague is speaking on your behalf.
In addition, you will need to have relevant
examples which you can offer to expand on. The
personal qualities for the role will be attributes
such as hard-working, motivated, have good
communication skills, desire to succeed, are ok
but frankly, they are trite. What is better is to give
a short example of a success story that is very
much in line with the job. “I was assigned to a trial
very much like the one you described. It lasted four months in another state. We
ended up winning $40 million for the client.”
You should end your answer with a statement such as, "Do you think these
qualities are what you are looking for from a successful candidate?"
By asking this question, it plants a seed in the mind of the interviewer that you
are what they are looking for. Getting the employer to visualize you in the
position is important.
If they reply that they were expecting other qualities, then discuss and offer them
examples of how you have these qualities and examples of them in action. You
need to leave the interviewer in no doubt that you have the skills and can
demonstrate this with relevant examples.
12. Describe to me how you make decisions.
Saying things like, “I follow my gut” or “I base it on my past experience” is not
going to get you anywhere.
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Better: I sort out all the facts and write them out so I can see the pros and cons. I
ask advice from people with experience and knowledge. Then I decide. It’s
important to make the right decision, of course, but I’ve learned that if I ever
come to the conclusion that my decision was wrong, I need to admit it and
change it quickly.
13. How do you prepare a XXXXX?
This question is asked to test your knowledge and skill of the position. In the
event, you are unfamiliar with how to do the actual assignment, respond with, “I
have had similar types of assignments such as xxxxx. Before I knew how to do
that particular assignment, I researched the proper way of doing it, sought advice
from the pros and found someone who could review the work before I handed it
in. I would do the same procedure here so that I wouldn’t make any mistakes.”
14. What is your firm going to say when you give notice?
Generally, the employer is trying to find out whether a counter-offer will be given
and whether you would accept it.

“I’m sure the firm will be somewhat
disappointed but they have always been the kind of firm who wants what’s best
for everyone. If finding a new job is best for me and my family, my boss might be
unhappy about the situation but will be pleased for me.”
15. You haven’t stayed very long in your past three positions (or you have been
working as a temp for a long time). What’s going on?
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The obvious fear is, if hired, you will only stay for a short period of time or they
will have to let you go for lack of good performance.
“While you are correct that I have had three short stints in my employment, there
are two things very important. First, I don’t like it better than anyone else; in fact,
it has really concerned me. If I knew then what I know now, I would never have
done that.
Turn the negative into a positive.
The fact that I’ve had three relatively short positions is one of the very reasons I
can guarantee stability. I cannot afford another short stint at a job, so I am being
very careful about the next job I take. Whoever hires me is going to get a
passionate, committed employee for at least several years.
Even though the opportunities did not last very long, I worked hard while I was
there. The references I have will substantiate how hard I worked and how much I
contributed.
16. You’ve been out of work for over 6 months (or whatever it’s been). What’s
wrong? Why haven’t you been able to find a job?
At this stage, post-recession, it’s tough to blame the economy when
unemployment figures have risen. Plus, other people have gotten jobs. They’ll
wonder what’s wrong with you. If it’s been a very long
time, you might say, “In the beginning, there were few
jobs at my salary. I’ve worked hard to get a few
interviews and came close to getting an offer twice. The
competition is stiffer than I thought and opportunities
were fewer. I’ve been an excellent employee in the past
and I will be again.
In the past 6 – 8 months, if you’ve been unemployed, it’s better to say, “I’ve had
the good fortune to be able to take some time off and have been very productive.
I’ve traveled, taken care of my family, done the volunteer work I’ve always
wanted to do, updated my skills (very important) and been very productive. I’ve
recently begun my interviewing process which is going very, very well.”
17. How do you feel about the fact that everyone here is younger than you?
Of course this is an illegal question and it is up to you to decide whether this is
the firm for you should you receive an offer. However, the best way to answer
this (and you should not just get up and walk out or tell the interviewer, “That’s an
illegal question.”) is: If, what you are asking is, “Do I have the energy for the job,
the answer is yes.” And that’s it.
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18. When the first interviewer is NOT the hiring authority
This person is going to look for more reasons why a candidate should not be
considered than why the candidate should be considered. These people do not
want to look bad in front of their supervisors.
Once the interviewing authority has told you that you’re going on to the next step,
get this person’s support for future interviews within the firm. Here is a power
phrase to use:
“I’d really like to have this job and am convinced that I am the best candidate you
can hire. I would like you to help me as much as you can through the interviewing
process.”
You want them to share as much information as possible so that you perform
well in the rest of the interviewing process. You can say:
“Based on my experience and the interview with you, do you have any concerns
about my ability to do the job and y ability to perform
well with the other people that I will meet?”
“How do I rank with the other candidates?”
“What, in your opinion, do I need to do to get the job?”
“As I go through the process, I would very much appreciate it if you could coach
me through it. You obviously have a lot of knowledge of the firm and the people
involved. Is there a time when we might meet either in person, chat via email or
on the phone?”
19. When the first interviews IS the hiring authority.
Sudies have shown that successful hires are just as likely if only the hiring
authority is involved as opposed to several people. However, in law firms,
consensus rules. When only one person is involved, it may be a longer process
because this person is not only hiring you, but also contributing to your success
or lack of it. Their reputation is on the line.
“I’m excited about the opportunity to move along in the interviewing process. I
really want this job and want to do everything I can to get it. Can you please
explain to me the rest of the hiring process. Can you please explain to me the
rest of the hiring process?”
“Do you have any concerns about my ability to do the job> In your opinion, what
are my strengths? What are my weaknesses?” (This is the only opportunity you
will have to correct any perceived weaknesses.)
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“Based on our interview, are there any things that I should clarify about my
experience or background with the next interviewing authority?”
20. Multiple Interviews.
The more people involved, the longer the process. Time is your enemy. There is
no normal time period that is standard for the interviewing process. You are
going to have to deal with the paradox of urgency that states every interviewing
and hiring authority urgently has to fill his or her position – someday.
21. What distinguishes you from other trial attorneys/paralegals/litigation
support/legal administrators you’ve seen in other firms?
I’m tough, tenacious and a really smart xxxxx with a proven track record of
receiving outstanding verdicts/reviews/results/etc. on behalf of the firm’s clients.
(Give a short example: I worked on a case with 30 million documents utilizing the
latest technology. The firm won a $1billion victory.)
While I am recognized as being able to think quickly on my
feet in high-pressure environments, I feel my greatest
strengths lie in my ability to create winning strategies (give
example: less turnover, developed workflow plan, trial
strategies, etc.) and then meticulously plan, prepare and
execute them.”
22. What salary were you earning at xxxxx?
Always answer separately: base salary, overtime, bonus.
Do not roll everything into one number. Some people have gone as far as adding
in vacation, social security, parking allowance and other perks. This will get you
nowhere.
23. What salary are you seeking?
Do not try to immediately throw this back into the interviewer’s court by saying,
“What does the job pay?” Worse, do not give a range: “I am seeking between…..”
Why? Because you just gave permission for the firm to give you the lowest
amount. Why would they give you the top end when you just told them the lower
amount was fine?
Do your research. “I’d like to earn as much as I can,
commensurate with the service that I give. I am just
as interested in a fulfilling and challenging position
as I am in the money.”
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“I am looking for market rate.” Or, you can say, “I am looking for the mid-to-high
$xxxx.”
24. You have been making $xxxx and the money associated with this position is
significantly less. How do we know you will be happy?
You need to find out exactly how much of a difference there is between what you
have been making and what this position pays. If you have been out of work for
any amount of time, the truth is at this point, you are making absolutely nothing.
“I realize there is a difference between what I have made (…or what I am making
now) and this position. However, I have found that if the opportunity is right and I
am able to perform at my best, the difference in the money isn’t as important as
the quality of the job and the opportunity.”
Hopefully, with some good negotiating skills, you’ll be able to bring that number
up.
25. What kind of benefits are you expecting? The total compensation package
question.
You really don’t want concerns about benefits to interrupt the interviewing
process until you have finally sold yourself. This portion of the interview generally
is last.
Some candidates jump the gun and start negotiating money before they hear the
whole offer. This is not a good idea. Things like base salary, reviews,
commissions, bonuses and so forth may have a great flexibility. After you’ve
heard the entire offer and you want to negotiate the salary, here is a good way to
do it:
“Remember, Mr. or Ms.________, I do want this job. My
employment here is a win-win for both of us. However, I need
to ask, how can we bring this offer closer together regarding
the salary. (Never ask a closed ended question such as, “Is
that the best you can do regarding the salary?)”
Then stop talking! The hiring authority may respond with
something like, “Why do you ask?” You’d better have a good
reason such as:
“Well, my last salary was (is) $70,000, and I’d like to see if we can get to
$75,000. How can we work together to get there?”
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Now is the time to negotiate. Money is simply a part of the job offer negotiation.
Treat money with grace and ease, don’t get uptight about it. It’s like any other
part of the interviewing process.

Contact Us
Like what you’ve read?

Legal Careers Rx offers excellent job hunting & strategy coaching.
For more information on Chere Estrin’s personal coaching and other resources:
Chere.estrin@LegalCareersRx.com
www.LegalCareersRx.com
760.610.5460
Sign up for our newsletter!
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